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This tessellation Art lesson uses drawing paper, a square or rectangular piece of cardboard, sticky tape,
scissors and pencils (coloring pencils can also be used if. Just print out the template onto standard 8.5" X 11"
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Blue Rhapsody Art by Jody Bergsma http://www.bergsma.tv/ Images for personal use only, free to print, color,
and post. Watch Jodys Youtube Channel Here: . Feb 8, 2017. Definition: A blind contour drawing contains lines
that are drawn without bear little resemblance to the chosen object is relaxing and stress-free.. . The full size
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Just print out the template onto standard 8.5" X 11" printer paper. The fold and cut lines are clearly printed right
onto the template, and each paper airplane design. Downloads: Just click on the images to download a pdf
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